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Abstract— This paper proposes a hybrid approach based on
limit-cycles method and fuzzy logic controller for the problem
of obstacle avoidance of mobile robots in unknown environment.
The purpose of hybridization consists on the improvement of
basic limit-cycle method in order to obtain safe and ﬂexible
navigation. The proposed algorithm has been successfully tested
in diﬀerent conﬁgurations on simulation.
Index Terms— Mobile Robot, Obstacle Avoidance, LimitCycles Method, Fuzzy Logic

I.

INTRODUCTION

In unstructured environments, robot controller must be
able to operate under conditions of imprecision,
uncertainty and respond efficiently to events [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5]. The obstacle avoidance is an essential component
to achieve successful navigation. Several trajectory
tracking and path following algorithms have been
proposed to steer the mobile robot along a path to a
desired goal.
Many researches turned their attention to the obstacle
avoidance problem. They developed interesting real-time
methods and algorithms for mobile robots navigation in
unknown environments. Some famous classical obstacle
avoidance methods that must be cited are:
- The potential field method introduced by [6] and
improved in [7]. This method assumes that the robot
is driven by virtual forces that attract it towards the
goal, or reject it away from the towards the goal.
- Vector field histogram method introduced by [8] and
improved by [9]. It corresponds to local occupancy
grid, constructed from the sensors of the robot.
- The deformable virtual zone method, introduced by
[10]. It can be applied to any form of obstacle, hence
its efficiency.
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- Limit-cycles method introduced by [11] and
improved by [12] (cf. Section III).
Other interesting obstacle avoidance algorithms
inspired from artificial intelligence tools and relatively
suitable for real-time and embedded applications can be
cited [13]:
- Neural Network: This approach is applied in [14]
to determine the optimal neural networks structure
for real-time obstacle avoidance task. The author in
[15] proposed a neural network that uses Qlearning
reinforcement technique for solving the problem of
obstacle avoidance.
- Multi-Agent System: The author in [16] proposed a
new local collision avoidance algorithm between
multiple robots for real-time navigation is presented.
This algorithm is based on multi-agent system and
quadratic optimization method for a collision free
navigation and robot path planning.
- Hybrid genetic Algorithm: The authors in [17]
used a hybrid genetic algorithm with neural network
and local search method for solving the problem of
finding the optimal collision free path in complex
environments for mobile robot.
- Particle Swarm: Optimization (DPSO) to solve the
problem of obstacle avoidance for multi-robot
system.
This paper deals the obstacle avoidance problem for a
non-holonomic mobile robot in unstructured environment
while using a new hybrid approach based on limit-cycles
method and fuzzy logic for different shapes of obstacles.
The limit cycles method despite to its effectiveness in
obstacle avoidance has some imperfections presented by
oscillations in the robot trajectory during its passage
around the obstacle especially when it is very close [12].
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2014, 07, 12-21
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To solve this problem and while insuring that the robot
path will be more flexible, this paper develops an
inference system based on fuzzy logic add to the obstacle
avoidance module.
Besides this introduction, the structure of the paper is
as follows: Section II gives the specification of the robot
posture. Section III presents the control architecture
based on the limit-cycles method and inference fuzzy
system. Section IV is devoted to the description and
analysis of the simulation results. Conclusions and future
work are given in Section V.
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: Configuration state of the unicycle at the
point
of abscissa and ordinate
according
to the mobile reference frame
.
 : Linear velocity of the robot at the point
.
 : Angular velocity of the robot at the point
.

III. PROPOSED HYBRID OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
II.

ROBOT POSTURE

Let x(t), y(t) and z(t) represent the robot’s position at
time t in some global coordinate system (Ω), and let the
robot’s orientation (heading direction) be represented by
θ(t). The quadruplet (x, y, z, θ) describes the robot’s
kinematic configuration. In our case, the used robot
(Fig.1) has two independently drive wheels at a distance
d, with fixed maximum wheel velocity Vmax and
maximum wheel acceleration amax. .

This section describes the behavior control architecture
for navigation, obstacle avoidance and attraction to the
target based on limit-cycles method [12] and fuzzy logic
in unstructured environment.

Fig. 2. Control architecture for mobile robot navigation [12]

The proposed architecture is an extension of the
control architecture presented in [12] (cf.Fig.2). A fuzzy
inference module is added downstream of the obstacle
avoidance module (cf.Fig.3). The fuzzy rules used by this
module allow the robot to correct its trajectory by the
reduction of the oscillations produced by the limit-cycle
method during its passage around the obstacle especially
when it is very close.

Fig. 1. Robot configuration in a Cartesian reference frame
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Fig. 3. The proposed control architecture

3.1 Attraction To The Target Controller
The robot moves in the search space from its initial
position to the target. The used method to achieve this
behavior is an on-line approach. The robot must reach a
given target radius Rc and center coordinates (xc,yc)
expressed in the coordinate of the robot [19].

Position errors are defined as
̃
̃
d is the distance of robot to the target and can then be
expressed as
√
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̃ is the orientation error, such that
̃

(

]

] is

)

Derivative of ̃̇ is then
̃̇

̇
( )⁄(

( ) )

Margin corresponds to a safety tolerance which
includes: perception incertitude, control reliability and
accuracy, etc.

Where:
is the obstacle radius,
is the robot radius
and is a safety margin (cf.Figure 5).

After computation using the kinematic model (cf.
equation (1) and equation (2) we obtain
̃̇
Where

( ̃)
Fig. 5. The used perceptions for mobile robot navigation [12]

Fig. 6. The four specific areas surrounding the obstacle to avoid [12]
Fig. 4.Variables used for Attraction to the target Controller

3.2 Obstacle Avoidance Controller
A new real-time obstacle avoidance using hybrid
approach for mobile robot has been developed and
implemented. This approach permits to the mobile robot
to avoid obstacles and going toward the target
simultaneously. It is composed by two sub-modules:
obstacle avoidance module based on limit-cycles method
(cf. Section III.3.1) and Fuzzy logic controller (cf.
Section III.3.2).

If the obstacle has a rectangular shape, square or
ellipse, the radius of the obstacle will be:
√( )

( )

With: L is the width of the obstacle and H the height of
the obstacle (cf. Figure 7).

3.2.1 Limit-Cycles Method
The proposed control architecture integrates obstacle
avoidance method which uses limit-cycle. Summarily, the
obstacle avoidance algorithm follows these steps [12]:
The robot trajectory needs to be safe, smooth and fast.
One supposes in the setup that obstacles and the robot are
surrounded by bounding cylindrical boxes with
respectively
and
. The target to reach is also
characterized by a circle of radius. Several perceptions
are also necessary for the robot navigation (cf. Figure.5):
• Distance between the robot and the obstacle .
•
Radius of the obstacle
to avoid,
• For each detected obstacle we define a circle of
influence with a radius of

The differential equations representing the desired
trajectory of the robot are given by the following system
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̇
̇
With
according to the souhaitable direction of
avoidance
(clockwise
or
counterclockwise
irection).
are the relative robot coordinates with
respect to the obstacle[12].
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only a small portion of the in input space. The controller
gives a path in some internal reference frame and it
generates motor commands in order to follow it as closely
as possible.
The following table 1 presents several research works
on the application of fuzzy logic as obstacle avoidance
method.
Table 1. Fuzzy Logic Research for Obstacle Avoidance
Authors

Approach

Environment

[25]

Fuzzy control

Unknown

[26]

Fuzzy
traversability
index

Cluttered

[27]

Fuzzy control

Ocean

[28]

Robust fuzzy
logic
controller

Cluttered

[29]

Fuzzy control

Dynamic

[30]

Fuzzy control

Dynamic

Fig. 8.Robot trajectory oscillations [12]

Figure 8 shows an example of the limit cycles method
application. The robot avoids the obstacle in counterclockwise according to method principle. We remarks
oscillations in the trajectory when the robot skirts the
obstacle. The robot to oscillates between the position
where DROi ≤ RIi (activation of ―obstacle avoidance‖
controller) and DROi ≥ RIi (activation of ―attraction to the
target‖ controller).
3.2.2 Fuzzy Controller
The proposed obstacle avoidance strategy combines
the limit-cycles method with fuzzy logic. The main
objective of the proposed method is to reduce the robot
orientation change in obstacle avoidance behavior,
without affecting the efficiency and the safety of the
avoidance.
The use of Fuzzy Logic founds different application in
the area of control system design, where human expert
knowledge, rather than precise mathematical modeling,
of a process or plant is used to model/implement the
required controller. Uncertainty and ambiguity are
evident in many engineering problems [20]. Fuzzy Logic
Control (FLC) therefore provides a formal method of
translating subjective and imprecise human knowledge
into control strategies, thus facilitating better system
performance through the exploitation and application of
that knowledge [21].
In general, there are two approaches to the application
of fuzzy logic in mobile robot navigation, namely,
behavior-based approach [22] and classical fuzzy rule
based approach [23], [24]. The overall control problem is
decomposed into small behaviors, each one focusing on
Copyright © 2014 MECS
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navigation
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In the current work, we use a single-input single-output
Mamdani-type a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) [31] as
shown in Fig.9.
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Output
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Fig. 9. Internal structure of Fuzzy Controller used in Fig.3
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The fuzzy controller inputs are:
- D: is the separation distance between the robot and
the obstacle without collision.
: Is the change in robot direction (left or right).
- N: is the number of change
per unit of time
.

Degree of membership

Near

Far

1
The fuzzy controller output is
normalized. The aim
of introducing FLC is to decide on the amount of tune up
normalized
according to N,
and D that the robot
has to apply to its current direction to converge to its
target position. The fuzzification and defuzzifiation
membership functions are taken as linear triangular and
trapezoidal membership functions for their higher
computational efficiency. The intelligent mobile robot
reactive behavior is formulated by means of fuzzy rules.
Inputs of the fuzzy controller are: The membership
functions of the robot orientation change which is
represented by five fuzzy intervals: LLG (Left LarGe),
LL (Left Little), Z (Zero), RL (Right Little) and RLG
(Right LarGe).
Degree of membership

0

d

d1

d2

D(m)

Fig. 12. Representation of D distance fuzzy sets

The membership functions of output variable:
normalized change orientation angle of the robot standard
which is represented by five fuzzy intervals: LLG (Left
LarGe), LL (LeftLittle),Z (Zero), RL (Right Little), RLG
(Right LarGe), RVL (Right Very Little) and LVL(Left
Very Little).
Degree of
membership

LLG

LL

Z

RL

RLG

LLG

-60

-30

0

30

60 (

LL

LVL

Z

RVL

RL

RLG

degree)

Fig.
10. )Representation of fuzzy subsets of
degré
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Fig. 13. Representation of fuzzy subsets of normalized

degré)

Degree of membership

Table 2: Set of input and output inference rules.

Low

High

1

0

n1

n2

N

Fig. 11. Representation of fuzzy subsets of N

The obstacle distances D is simply expressed using two
linguistic labels membership functions near and far.
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D
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

LLG
LL
Z
RL
RLG
LLG
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Z
RL
RLG
LLG
LL
Z
RL
RLG
LLG
LL
Z
RL
RLG

N
L
L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L
L
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Z
Z
Z
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Z
Z
Z
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LL
LVL
Z
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Z
RL
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The following steps concern the development of rules
to define the expected behavior of the robot according to
its intrinsic parameters. For each combination of values
of the input variables, an action on the output variable is
associated with it. We obtain 20 fuzzy rules. The
following table summarizes the set of rules:
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navigation to reach a target in presence of obstacles for
different robot configurations and different environments.
Each Simulation is made twice. In the first case, we used
only the limit-cycles method for obstacle avoidance
(cf.Fig.15(ai) and Fig.16(ai)). In the second case, the
proposed control architecture is implemented on the robot
(limit-cycles method combined with fuzzy logic)
(cf.Fig.15(bi) and Fig.16(bi)).The robot trajectory
oscillations are presented by the orientation change peaks
of the robot when it avoids the obstacle.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To confirm the relevance of the proposed control
architecture, it is proposed to simulate a mobile robot

(a1)

(a2)

(b1)
(c1)

(b2)
(c2)
Fig. 15. Scenario of navigation1: (ai) without fuzzy controller,(bi)with
Fuzzy controller

Copyright © 2014 MECS
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(a1)

(a2)

(b1)

(c2)
Fig. 16. Scenario of navigation2: (ai) without fuzzy controller,(bi) with
Fuzzy controller.

(b2)

(c1)

Copyright © 2014 MECS

The bars in the figure have been obtained by a
sampling process of the robot trajectory function. We
only take the function samples representing a direction
change which exceeds a certain threshold empirically set
equal to 10°.
In the two cases, the robot reaches its target while
avoiding obstacles. However, by comparing robotobjective angle evolution during obstacle avoidance (cf.
Figures 15 and 16), it is noticed that the number of angle
change is reduced.
In order to test more the efficiency of the hybrid
approach (limit-cycles with fuzzy logic), we compare in
Figure 17 the robot trajectories obtained with and without
fuzzy logic for different simulation cases of obstacle
avoidance. This figure shows that the robot trajectory for
the three simulations cases are smoother, the navigation is
more flexible and the robot is able to reach the target with
hybrid approach essentially when the environment is
complex (obstacles very close to each other) (as seen in
the third case (bi).
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2014, 07, 12-21
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Fig.17. Robot trajectory comparison, (ai) without Fuzzy controller,(bi) with Fuzzy controller.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this work, simulation results show the efficiency of
the proposed control architecture which uses Fuzzy
controller to implement a hybrid approach based on the
method of limit-cycles and a fuzzy controller. The
purpose of this combination is to make the avoidance
more flexible by reducing the number of orientation shift
during the avoidance. The perspective of this work is to
optimize this approach by making it more intelligent and
also to make experiments on real robots.
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